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Site-selective radiation damage of collapsed carbon nanotubes
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Carbon nanotubes can flatten into collapsed tubes with bulbs along either edge. The strong
anisotropy in the graphitic radiation damage threshold both explains the rapid destruction of face-on
flattened nanotubes and can be exploited to selectively modify the structure of edge-on flattened
nanotubes, thereby creating one-dimensionalsp2 carbon with noncontinuous transverse boundary
conditions. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!02843-5#
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A carbon nanotube1 can collapse radially into a flattene
tube with bulbs on either edge wherein the attraction
tween opposing sides of the inner wall outweighs the en
getic cost of the increased curvature when collapsed.2,3 A
comparison of the damage patterns in a transmission elec
microscope ~TEM! reveals that electron irradiation o
edge-on flattened tubes can selectively remove the bulbs
yield a novel one-dimensional multilayered graphitic str
First, we present the relevant structural features in the T
images and image simulations of undamaged tubes be
discussing experimental damage patterns and a lattice M
Carlo model of beam damage.

The flattened nanotube of Fig. 1 turns edge-on and be
in region A and twists throughp radians in regionB. The
lack of a central open space shows that the collapse is s
lized by interlayer attraction between opposite inner surfac
The weaker outer contrast lines which appear as the tube
away from edge-on arise from tangents to a single bu
while the more distinct inner contrast lines correspond
simultaneous tangents to both bulbs. The Moire fringes fr
the crossing of opposing bulbs are spaced at;8 nm, consis-
tent with the twist rate derived from the variations in app
ent width (0.0018 radians per nanometer!. Over the distance
shown the number of high-contrast lines decreases from
teen to eight and eight weaker outer contrast lines appea
each side of the tilting tube as the eight Moire fringes
passed. Although a rapid twist distorts the tube cr
section,3 the gradual twist here should not cause signific
distortion.

Image simulations used the multislice method4 for image
simulation of small particles5 as implemented on the
MacTempas© package.6 We simulated a three-walled fla
tened nanotube with wrapping indices~41,81!, ~32,97! and
~43,98!.7 Computational constraints prevent the simulation
a tube with more walls, but the essential features are vis
in this tube. Continuum elasticity theory3 provided the struc-

a!Electronic mail: vhc2@psu.edu
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tural details: the inner bulb is 7.8 Å in diameter; the cent
flat portion is 88 Å wide; the corresponding circular radius
the inner wall is 4.1 nm. We simulate a 6700-atom 2 nm lo
slice of tube at a range of view angles for a 400 keV JE
4000EX. Although only images at optimal defocu
(A1.5CSl5250 nm forCS51 mm! are presented, results a
other defocus settings aided the identification of tube f
tures during the image analysis.

Figure 2 clearly shows the cooperative scattering fr
overlapping opposing bulbs and the enhancement in con
as the tube tilts from face-on to edge-on. As in the TE
images, the innermost contrast lines are most pronoun
with weaker outer contrast lines on each side from the ou
nonoverlapping bulb walls. The image atu50.9° shows a
subtle doubling of the contrast lines as the bulbs interspe
as seen in Fig. 1. This subtle feature is not visible in
projected potential due to averaging over a narrow band
pixels.

Previous work has shown that a circular tube is pref
entially damaged on the exposed walls which have nor
vectors along the beam direction.8 The enhanced structura
anisotropy of a flattened tube yields a much more pronou
damage pattern that could be exploited to selectively mod
sp2 carbon structures on the nanoscale with a uniform ir
diation. We first describe the experimental results bef
turning to the theoretical simulation.

When a flattened tube is edge-on to the beam, the
jority of the most energetic atomic recoils occur within th
graphitic plane, the direction of largest damage threshold.8 In
fact, the image of Fig. 1 was taken after a 70-second irra
tion in a flux of 2.531022 m22 s21 200 keV electrons; this
exposure does not affect the tube-derived contrast lines c
pared to an earlier image~not shown!. In contrast, a face-on
collapsed nanotube is easily destroyed: recoils perpendic
to the sp2 plane have the lowest damage threshold an
large fraction of the carbon atoms in a face-on tube can
fer such recoils. Figure 3 shows the rapid destruction o
flattened nanotube face-on under similar irradiation.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. This flattened nanotube turns edge-on atA and twists atB. The main
figure is a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of re
A. Arrows highlight lateral Moire smudges associated with increments
the number of contrast lines. The number of contrast lines doubles in
region of highest contrast at the top of the image.

FIG. 2. Image simulations of a three-walled nanotube at different an
measured from edge-on. Upper plots show the projected potential aver
over a narrow band traversing the short dimension of the image and u
the same vertical scale for each plot. Lower plots show the image sim
tion. Angles 7.1° and 10.6° show how cooperative scattering from the b
yields central lines of higher contrast. The image at 0.9° shows the su
doubling of contrast lines just off perfect alignment. These features are
experimentally in Fig. 1.
Downloaded 23 Oct 2002 to 128.32.212.214. Redistribution subject to A
These simple observations suggest that a uniform e
tron beam could perform nanoscale manipulations of an
tropic sp2 structures. We studied such manipulations at
atomic level with a lattice Monte Carlo simulation of bea
damage which places a carbon atom on each lattice site
multiwalled flattened nanotube and computes the ejec
probabilities per unit time for each atom.9 The ejection prob-
ability integrates the cross section for energy transfers
ceeding the ejection threshold over all angles of the tra
ferred momentum. Since the ejection threshold depe
primarily on the angle between the momentum transfer
the local normal of thesp2 sheet, we average the ejectio
threshold over the azimuthal angle. Previously calcula
ejection thresholds for selected angles8 were linearly or qua-
dratically interpolated to arbitrary angles.

In the lattice Monte Carlo simulation, ejected atoms
ther leave the tube or recombine immediately with the new
formed vacancy.10 A complete treatment of recombinatio
would require long-time off-lattice dynamics and therefo
lies beyond the scope of the model~for very thin structures
such as flattened carbon nanotubes many of displaced a
are ejected completely from the structure, suggesting
recombination and annealing are less important than
thicker materials such as carbon onions!.11 If the displaced
atom encounters no obstructions in the direction of rec
then the recombination probability is zero~an obstruction is
defined as an atom within one carbon–carbon bond lengt
the undisturbed trajectory of the displaced atom!. Under ob-
struction, recombination is allowed with a fixed probabili
from 0.1 to 0.8. This wide variation covers the uncertaint
in the complex details of recombination. Fortunately, wi
variations in the recombination probability do not change
essential qualitative results to be presented. Since we pre
only those conclusions which are unchanged under w
variation in recombination probability, we have confiden
that the uncertainties in the details of recombination do
affect these conclusions.

Within the simulation, nanotubes face-on to the electr
beam disintegrate quickly. An atomic ejection reduces
damage thresholds of the remaining neighbors; this posi
feedback creates a mottled damage pattern. Figure~b!
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FIG. 3. Face-on flattened nanotube over the hole in the grid. Image~a! is
after 30 s of exposure to a 200 keV electron beam with flux
31022 m22 s21. Image~b! is after roughly 45 additional seconds of expo
sure. The tube is quickly destroyed.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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shows the result for six-walled nanotube after irradiat
face-on with 200 keV electrons at roughly 0.5 displaceme
per atom. The rapid, uniformly mottled damage, particula
apparent near the edges, is similar to the experimental re
of Fig. 3 ~but on a smaller scale in the simulation!.12

The irradiation of edge-on tubes is more interesting a
yields a controlled nanoscale structural modification of
tube. Although the bulk of the atoms in an edge-on collap
tube are relatively resistant to ejection, the bulbs themse
disintegrate rapidly. The anisotropy in the damage patter
maximized by tuning the beam energy so that the scatte
cross section drops rapidly over the range of damage thr
olds for different regions of the nanotube. Figure 4~a! shows
the damage pattern for an edge-on flattened nanotube u
irradiation by 150 keV electrons. This energy is above
threshold for ejection perpendicular to the sheet, but be
that for near-parallel ejection. The irradiation completely d
stroys the bulbs, but does not affect the center. Irradia
with 200–800 keV electrons produce similar but slightly le
pronounced anistropies. Since these results depend on
qualitative distinction between parallel and perpendicu
ejection, they are robust under very wide variations in
recombination efficiency for single-walled or multi-walle
tubes.

Radiation damage destroys the circumferential period
ity and transforms a collapsed edge-on tube into a multil
ered graphitic ribbon. Both the interlayer attraction and
constructed interlayer covalent bonds on the edges of
ribbon ~similar to those seen for open multiwalle

FIG. 4. Lattice Monte Carlo damage simulation of edge-on and face
nanotubes irradiated with 150 or 200 keV electrons. The face-on tube sh
a uniformly mottled damage pattern as seen in Fig. 3. The bulbs of
edge-on nanotube are completely removed, leaving a nanoscale carbo
bon. Similar damage patterns are seen at other beam energies. The
have been twisted slightly for clarity.
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nanotubes13! will discourage disintegration by interlayer slid
ing. These multilayered graphitic ribbons are a larger, lon
relative of directly synthesized molecular ribbons.14 Whereas
regular nanotubes have periodic boundary conditions wh
yield semiconductors or metals depending on the wrapp
indices,15 the sp2 sheets in nanoscale ribbons contains tr
tranverse edges. In addition to bandgaps opened from tr
verse quantization, certain ribbon structures exhibit no
nearly dispersionless edge states.16 Such structures could
also exhibit disorder effects due to irregular edges.

In sum, the pronounced anisotropy in structural integr
under irradiation affords the ability to modifysp2 nanostruc-
tures on the nanoscale with a uniform irradition. In partic
lar, tangential irradiation of edge-on flattened nanotubes
produce nanometer-wide, micron-long carbon ribbons
which the circumferential continuity has been destroyed.
though the bulbs of a flattened nanotube do not con
chemically reactive pentagons, they are still the highest c
vature region of the structure; therefore these graphitic
bons may also be producible by chemical means.
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